






1. Company profile

Wuhan HE Laser Engineering Co., Ltd is a set of production, scientific research and

training as one of the Sino foreign joint venture, which was registered in Optics Valley of

China in Wuhan. Chinese companies are a well-know laser enterprise in Wuhan East Lake

New Tech Developing Zone and a specialized external technical cooperation company in

Hubei province. Foreign side is Russian well-know senior laser expert. Win-win cooperation,

which aims to combine Russian solid laser cutting technology with more than ten year’s

experience in manufacturing laser processing equipments and ability of independent

innovation of Chinese company, and developing large format laser cutting machine project

together in order to meet the global market’s increasing demand for large format,

cost-effective metal plate and pipe cutting equipment. The project was brought into the

intergovernmental cooperation projects in science and technology among the People’s

Republic of China, the CIS and Eastern European countries.

Through the untiring efforts of our company for many years，has won many national and

provincial science and Technology Innovation Awards. Here are the specific awards：

*In 2010.5, HEL-YAG500 has passed expert appraisal on “large format solid laser

cutting machine” project in Science and Technology Department of Hubei province.

*In 2010.10, HEL-YAG500 has passed Wuhan independent innovation products

accreditation.

*In 2010, obtained the third batch of small and mid-sized enterprise technology

innovation fund

*In 2010, obtained the East Lake New Tech. Development Zone of Wuhan Science and

technology innovation fund of the third batch of project of science and technology.

*In 2011, obtained the East Lake New Tech. Development Zone of Wuhan Science and

technology innovation fund of the 1st batch of project of science and technology.

*In 2011, obtained the 1st Batch “Gazelle Enterprise” in Wuhan East Lake New Tech.

Development Zone

*In 2011, adopted by the government of Hubei Province identified as high-tech



enterprises

*In 2011, through the CE system certification

*In 2012, obtained the East Lake New Tech. Development Zone of Wuhan Science and

technology innovation fund of the second batch of project of science and technology.

*In 2012, HE LASER through the introduction of management and high-level overseas

talents, has obtained East Lake Development Zone Fifth number "3551" talent project.

*In 2012, our foreign expert has obtained "chime Award" and other honorary in Hubei

Province in 2012 foreign experts’ special contribution.

In 2013, HELASER company obtained the patent of a kind of high stable beam quality

non thermal focusing ND:YAG laser;

In 2013 HELASER company won the "Chinese innovation contest" Hubei division

growth group the second awards;

In 2013 HELASER company acquired East Lake new technology development zone of

Hubei province "Gazelle enterprise" title;

2014 HELASER spring CANTON fair CF award;

In 2014, HELASER company's "high performance pulsed solid state laser cutting

machine" technical level was the first in China;

In 2014 HELASER company for fourth consecutive years, East Lake new technology

development zone of Hubei province "Gazelle enterprise" title;

In 2014 HELASER company obtained Hubei province foreign experts special

contribution "chime award" honorary of 2014 year.

In 2015 HELASER company obtained "Gazelle enterprise" title for fifth consecutive

years in East Lake new technology development zone of Hubei province;

In 2015, the company obtained a patent for a "drag device for metal pipe laser cutting

machine".

In 2015 the company achieved GB/T9001-2008/ISO9001:2008 quality management

system certification.

In 2016 HELASER company got special project support from the Hubei province

provincial cooperation projects of the Chinese Academy of sciences;

In 2016, HELASER company was awarded the accessit of scientific and technological

progress of Hubei province;

In 2016, HELASER company got the Sixth Batch of 3551 funded projects in East Lake



Development Zone,;

In 2016, HELASER company got Achievements appraisal Hubei science and

technology department 《technology and application of medium and small power solid

state laser cutting machine》

In 2016, HELASER trademark was declared as Wuhan famous trademark;

In 2016 HELASER was declared as Wuhan thousands of corporate people support plan;

In 2016 HELASER was declared to Hubei Province double strategy team project;

In 2016 HELASER obtained special laser funding surpport from the East Lake

Development Zone;

In 2016, HELASER was supported by the foreign expert bureau of foreign experts

(economic and technical).

Through several years’ technique acquisition, absorption and industrialization, Wuhan He

laser Engineering Co., Ltd has successfully developed the series products of YAG metal laser

cutting machine, which possess intellectual property. And it fills the gap of similar products in

domestic market. The main products include the following：

HECY2513C-500 large format solid laser cutting machine



HECY3015C-500 large format solid laser cutting machine

HECY3015D-500 large format solid laser cutting machine

HECY0505-500 metal cutting machine

HECY3015-750 large format solid laser cutting machine

HECY4015-750 large format solid laser cutting machine

HECF3015-500 fiber laser cutting machine

HECF3015I-500 fiber laser cutting machine

HECF3015IIIWJ-500 fiber laser cutting machine

HECF3015IIWJ-1000 fiber laser cutting machine

HECF3015IIWJ-2000 fiber laser cutting machine

Since the product on the market, it sold well both at home and abroad. The products have

been exported to Germany, Britain, Poland, Turkey, South Korea, Singapore, Malaysia,

Indonesia, Thailand, Brazil and other nearly more than 40 countries and regions, and

successfully exported back to Russia. Company sales outlets and after sale service outlets

throughout the country, Southern China, central China, North China, Northeast China, East

China, southwest about 20 provinces, city, whose sales and customer service network can

react quickly and provide service. What’s more, customer service network has been

established in overseas.

In HE Laser, a “integrity and win-win, create value” concept, continuously enhance

custome

9、Domestic service network of Wuhan HE laser

Wuhan HE laser customer service network all over the country and around the world,
improve customer files, perfect quality control system, high-quality technical team, unified
standards of service behavior and smooth and rapid information communication channels, to
ensure that the Wuhan HE laser pre-sale, sale and after-sale service timeliness, integrity, detail
oriented and quality



10、Service commitment

Wuhan HE laser adhere to the customer as the center, provide installation,
commissioning, training, maintenance and other pre-sale and after-sale service for your
company.

a. Pre-sale service

Before signing the contract, provide all kinds of production process for customer;
provide technical advice of laser equipment, samples, equipment selection, technology, prices
consulting and other services. Our company sincerely welcomes customers to visit our
company; our company is equipped with special reception personnel, to provide convenience
food, transportation and other convenience

b. On-purchase service

Our company on the basis of the contract, will ship the equipment to the installation site
that specified by the user during the stipulated time free of charge, and sends the technical
service engineers for on-site installation. Under the normal condition of installation and
debugging, technical service engineer will be in the 1-2 days to machine installation and
debugging for users, and ensure the installation debugging environment tidy, clean, and
orderly。

Our company provides free technical training. After installation and debugging, we will
provide a no less than 10 days’ technical training for the buyer in domestic training service
center at the scene of the buyer or the seller, until reached the basic normal use of the
equipment operators. The main training contents are as follows：

*The training of switch machine operation；
* The meaning of panel and the control parameters, as well as the parameter selection

range；
* The training of cutting control software；
* Basic cleaning and maintenance of the machine；
* Common hardware fault handling；
* Problems should be paid attention to in operation；
*Besides, we also provide the product support for the user.

c. After sales service

*Provide a full range of service work for customer。
*Our company promise：
*Provide one year free warranty for the equipment, and life-long maintenance 。

*Offer solutions for user within 24 hours。



*When the equipment after the expiration of the warranty, provide life-long repair
service。

*After the warranty period, we still provide a wide range of hardware and software
support, lifelong enjoy free upgrade。
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